SALGINA
HIKE

From Schiers train station 1 , follow the signs to
the Salgina bridge. After about 500 meters 2
leave the village and branch off to the left into
the «Schraubachtobel». After passing a section
of gravel work, hike along the «Schraubach»
to the «Chalchofenhütte» 3 , where the circular
trail to the Salgina bridge starts.
The historic circular trail leads from the
hut (Chalchofenhütte) in about an hour around
the world monument back to the starting point.
The ascent to the viewing platform
starts on the right side of the Salginatobel. The
short detour to the platform is signaled and is
definitely worth the extra few meters, because
from there you can capture a very special
perspective of the bridge. After having taken
enough photos continue climbing up to the
bridge 4 . The view from the bridge into the
ravine is simply magnificent! Over 90 meters
the view wanders into the depths before recognizing the «Schraubach» far below. If you dare
to detour under the bridge, the hollow box

is partially accessible and always impressive,
especially if you imagine what lies far below
you in that very moment! To the right of the
bridge, the hiking trail leads back towards the
valley 5 . Do not forget: Look back and marvel
at the engineering skill that has given the
people of Schiers the only world monument
in Switzerland!
Note: Make sure to wear proper hiking shoes as
the trail requires to be sure footed. At the bridge
there is also a large table for picnics where
you can eat your «Bündnerfleisch» and bread
bought from the local shops in Schiers. There is
a bus station and a parking lot next to the
bridge, so if you wish to skip the hiking you can
also reach the bridge comfortably by transport.
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SALGINA BRIDGE HIKE
Length
Duration
Ascent / Descent
Min. / Max. altitude

7.9 km
2 h 15 min
241 m / 241 m
654 m / 876 m
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